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ON ALMOST EINSTEIN HOLOMORPHIC VECTOR BUNDLES

OVER HERMITIAN SURFACES

NOVICA BLA2IC

(Communicated by Jonathan M. Rosenberg)

Abstract. We study holomorphic vector bundles (E, h) of rank 2 over a

compact Hermitian surface (M, g) . Then the notion of a metric with a k-

pinched Ricci curvature is introduced and it represents the generalization of

the Einstein condition. Some necessary topological conditions for existence of

a metric h with £-pinched (0 < k < 1 ) Ricci curvature are obtained.

1. Introduction

Let (E, h) be a complex vector bundle over a 4-dimensional compact Riem-

mannian manifold (M, g). Suppose that E admits a complex connection D

whose Ricci curvature satisfies the Einstein condition. We may then ask what

relations exist between the Chern numbers of E.

Results of this kind are obtained in [1], [4], and [5] for the case of the tan-

gent bundle, and in [3], [7], and [10] for the general case. In this paper, we

generalize these results to the case when the Ricci curvature is "nice," that is,

for example, when it is zc-pinched. For tangent bundles, we find discussed in

[11] a topological obstruction for the existence of metrics with zc-pinched Ricci

curvature.

The main result in this paper is Theorem 3.2 which generalizes the result of

Liibke (see [10]). We established the inequality

for a holomorphic vector bundle of rank 2 with Zc-pinched Ricci curvature. We

also study when the equality holds in the above.

In §4 we provide some interesting examples of /c-pinched metrics. Let r,

and r2 be the eigenvalues of the Ricci endomorphism of (E, h), rank/? = 2.

To obtain these examples we characterize the conformai classes which contain

metric h such that rx and r2 are proportional with some constant factor Zc .
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2. Preliminaries

In this section we will follow [8, Chapter IV]. Let (E, h) be a holomorphic

Hermitian vector bundle of rank X over an Hermitian manifold (M, g) of

complex dimension n . Then (E, h) admits a unique Hermitian connection

D and its curvature R is a (1, l)-form with values in the bundle End(E). If

s = (sx, ... , sx) is a local frame field for E, the curvature form Q = (fl') with

respect to 5 is given by

in terms of a local coordinate system (z , ... , z") of M. In this paper we

assume summation for every pair of repeated indexes. We write

hu =h(s¡, Sj)        and        g = ¿2 Saßdz°d^ß■

Now we define p and p, the Ricci and ~-Ricci curvatures of (E, h) re-

spectively, by

(2-1) pí-E *"*<?•    ^-EV¡
and

(2.2) 2*-£*/*/*.    ?i--Ev*'-
Suppose now that 5 = (s,, ... , sf), e = (ex, ... , en), and 0 = (0 , ... , 0")

are local unitary frame fields for (E, h), TM and T*M respectively. Then

we write

ii   ii2     iV^I   ;l2     iV^I      I2\\p\\   = 2 >     o.    = 2 >     p -

n~ii2      ->V^I~    I2      ->\~^l~/?2
Up II =2E|^| =222\p<,

T = 2J2p'l = 2zZPaâ
for the fundamental form of (M, g), the norms of the tensors R , p , p, and

for the scalar curvature x of (E, h) respectively. Scalar curvatures and ^-Ricci

tensors of holomorphic vector bundles (E1, h') and (E" , h") are denoted by

x , x", p' and p" respectively. The norms of the tensors p-\h and p'-p"

are defined by

T,||2        -v-^l T L
-h\\   = 2 >   \p-- -h-

2

4   || ^ \rJj     4  jj\

p   - p        = 2 >     p - - p -    .II" ' H /    j \r   rïfi r fml

From now on we suppose X = n = 2 . Then let g and g denote the sections

of the bundles End(£) and End(TM) defined by

h(g(s),t) = p(s,t)        and        g(g(e), f) = p(e, f)
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for s, t e E and e, f e TM , p e M. The endomorphisms g and g are

symmetric, so their corresponding eigenvalues rx, r2 and ?x, r2 are real. We

will use a local unitary frame field s = (sx, s2) determined by the eigenvectors

of g corresponding to rx and r2 . Also, a local unitary frame field e = (ex, e2)

is determined by the eigenvectors of g .

Let r = maxijz-jl, \r2\}. Then, for 0 < k < 1 , we say that Ricci curvature p

of (E, h) is k-pinched if

(2.3) krh < p < rh        or - rh < p < -krh

holds on M. Then, clearly, rxr2 > 0 on M. When k = 1, (2.3) represents

the weak Einstein condition as defined by Kobayashi.

The Gauss curvature ? of (E, h) can be defined by

x = detg — rx -r2.

The Gauss curvature x is S-bounded from below if

(2.4) x>Sr2

on M . The class of holomorphic vector bundles which satisfy Conditions (2.3)

and (2.4) is denoted by %k s .

We now prove the key lemma of the paper.

Lemma 2.1. Let (E, h) be a holomorphic vector bundle of rank 2 over an Her-

mitian surface (M, g). Then the following inequality holds

(2-5) ll*l|2>ll/5||2 + ||/>-^||2.
Proof. The definition of a norm of the tensor R implies

H^ll  >\\p\\ + 2(|Äi7,y - Rx-î22\ + \R22XX - R2222\ ) ■

Because of

2 2 2
2(1^,7,7-^722!   +1^2211-^2222! ) > \PU - P22\

and

\\P~lh\\2 = \pxx - p22\2

we have (2.5).    □

When (E, h) satisfies the weak Einstein condition, i.e. p is a 1-pinched,

the equality case was studied in [8]. It was shown that the equality holds if and

only if (E, h) is projectively flat, i.e. R - \p ®h. So it is natural to study

when the equality holds in the general case.

Lemma 2.2. Let (E, h) be a holomorphic vector bundle of rank 2 over an Her-

mitian surface (M, g) such that the Ricci curvature tensor p is parallel and

rx ^ r2 on M. Then the equality

(2-6) ll*l|2 = llz5||2 + ||/>-^||2
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holds if and only if E splits

e = e' @ e"

for some holomorphic orthogonal line bundles (E1, h'), (E", h") in such a way

that

(2.7) p  - p   = \(x -x )g .

Remark. If rx = r2 on M the same conditions imply the equality (2.6).

Proof. Suppose that the condition (2.7) is satisfied. Then for E = E'®E" we

have
ii mi2       -wii-'ii2   ,   ii~"n2\ *»        -*'   ,   ^"11*11    =2(||//  ||   +\\P   ||  )   , p = p   + p     ,

x =2pxx       and       x   = 2p22 .

Thus,
ii mi2       ii~ii2       ii t ; ii2        ii^'       ~"ii2        Ii   ' "i2       nii-Rii -\\p\\ -\\p-m =\\p -p ii -jit-t i =o.

Assume now that the equality holds and rxJ^r2 on M. Then the subbundles

E   and E   of E can be defined by

E'p = {teEp\g(t) = rxt}

E'; = {teEp\g(t) = r2t}

forpeM. Since the Ricci curvature tensor p is parallel, (E1, h') and

(E", h") are holomorphic line bundles and E = E' ® E" is a global decompo-

sition of E by Theorem 3.21 in [8]. The Hermitian products h' and h" are

determined as restrictions of h . Then R = R1 + R" and by the first part of the

proof we get

\\{p'-p")-W-x")g\\2 = l)

i.e., the Einstein-type condition (2.7) is satisfied.   D

For the Chern numbers cx(E) and c2(E) of E the following formulas are

obtained in [8, p. 113]

(2.8) c](E) = -L /(i2-2||p||2)02
071    J M

and

(2.9) c2(E) = -±-2 [ (x2 - 2\\p\\2 - 2||p ||2 + PIlV .
167r  Jm

We will now mention some consequences of the previous results.

Corollary 2.3. Let (E, h) be a holomorphic vector bundle of rank 2 over a

compact Hermitian surface (M, g). If the Gauss curvature of E is nonnegative,

then

c2x(E)>0.
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Proof. The Chern number c, (E) can be expressed in terms of the Gauss curva-

ture. Since x — 2(?x+?2) and ||p|| = 2(rx +r2), we have x -2||p|| = 8r,-?2.

The Gauss curvature ? is defined by x — rx • r2. Hence, x - 2\\p\\ = 8x and

(2.8) implies

c2(E) = -2 [ tO2.
71    J M

Now the result follows immediately.    D

Remark. This result is already known (see [7, Theorem 4.1]) because î is non-

negative if and only if ~ -Ricci curvature is nonnegative or nonpositive.

Corollary 2.4. Let (E, h) be a holomorphic line bundle over a compact Her-

mitian surface M and let E* be the dual bundle of E. Then the holomorphic

bundle E © E* does not admit metrics whose Gauss curvature is positive (or

negative) on M.   u

2
3. Chern numbers cx(E) and c2(E)

Let e(E) denote the Euler characteristic of complex vector bundle E.

Theorem 3.1. Let (E, h) be a holomorphic vector bundle of rank 2 over a com-

pact Hermitian surface (M, g). If the Ricci tensor is k-pinched and the Gauss

curvature is \(\ - k) -boundedfrom below we have

e(E) = c2(E) >0 .

Here, e(E) is the Euler characteristic of E. If the Ricci curvature p is parallel

and k < 1, the equality holds if and only if (E, h) admits a holomorphic ortho-

gonal decomposition (E, h) = (E1, h') ® (E", h") with p' - p" — \(\ - k)rg

and x = \(\ - k) r   . For zc = 1 the same conditions imply the equality.

Proof. Using the formulas (2.8) and (2.9) and Lemma 2.1. we have

e(E) = c2(E) = -i-2 / (t2 - 2||p||2 - 2||p ||2 + ||/?||2)02
l07T    J M

>77-t / {4Î-(pn-p22)2}cD2.
l07T    J M

Since p is zc-pinched and î is ^(1 - k) -bounded we get e(E) > 0.

Assume that the equality holds. Then the equality holds in (2.5) and x =

i(l -zc)V and |p,, -p22|2 = (l - zc)V . Thus ?'-?" = (1 - k)r. Then by

Lemma 2.2. we complete proof of Theorem 3.1.    D

For an Einstein-Hermitian vector bundle (E, h), Liibke [10] (cf. also [8])

established the following inequality

(3.1) c2(E) > \c](E) .

The equality holds in (3.1) if and only if (E, h) is a projectively flat vector

bundle.
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In our next theorem, we generalize the inequality (3.1) for bundles in the

class Wk ô .

Theorem 3.2. Let (E, h) be an Hermitian vector bundle of rank 2 over a com-

pact Hermitian surface (M, g) which belongs to <È?k s, ô > 0. Then

(3.2) C2(£)>{1-(LZ|£},Î(£).

If the Ricci curvature p is parallel and k < 1, the equality holds if and only if

(E, h) admits a holomorphic orthogonal decomposition

(3.3) (E,h) = (E' ,h')®(E" ,h")

with p' — p" = \(\ — k)rg and x = ôr .

Remark. In the Einstein-Hermitian case, i.e. for k=l, the inequality (3.2) is

reduced to the inequality (3.1). The equality holds if (E, h) admits decompo-

sition (3.3) with p' = p" (see [10]).

Proof. Using (2.8), (2.9), and Lemma 2.1 we get

l6n2(c2(E)-ac2(E))> [ ¿4(1 - Aa)x -
Jm {

for any real number a . Then x = 2(rx + r2) and

||p-|zz||2 = 2(|z-1-||2 + |z-2-||2 = |z-1-r2|2.

When the Ricci curvature p is /:-pinched, we easily see that (3.2) implies

\rx - r2\ < (I - k)r.

Thus, for (E, h) e£k s we have

(3.5) x>ôr2       and       \\p - |/z||2 < (1 - zc)V.

Moreover, (3.4) and (3.5) imply

4(1 - 4a)x - \\p - lh\\2 >{4(1 - 4a)S - (I - k)2}r2.

Combining (3.4) and (3.6) we obtain

(3.7) \6n2(c2(E)-ac2(E))> [ {4(1 - 4a)ô - (1 - zc)2}z-2<P2 .
Jm

Notice that 4(1 - 4a)ô - (1 - zc)2 vanishes for a = | - (1 - zc)2/16¿ . Thus,

substituting a = \ — (1 - k)2/\6S in (3.7) we obtain the inequality (3.2).

Now, assume that the equality holds in (3.2). Then the equality holds in (2.5)

and

x = or        and       \P\\~ P22\   = 0 _ ^) r  ■

Thus ?'-?" = ( 1 - k)r. Then by Lemma 2.2, we complete proof of Theorem

3.2.   D

P-jh Or
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Remark. The inequalities (2.5) and (3.2) also hold for formally holomorphic

vector bundles.

4.  CONFORMAL CHANGE OF BUNDLE METRIC

Let (E, h) be a holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle of rank 2 over a

compact Kahler manifold (M, g) of complex dimension n. We choose zc to

be the constant such that

(4.1) / z-,cp" = zc f z-2<p".
Jm Jm

Theorem 4.1. Let (E, h) be an Hermitian vector bundle of rank 2 over a com-

pact Kahler manifold (M, g) and let k be the constant defined by (4.1). Then,

if k / 1, there is a conformally equivalent Hermitian structure h' = ah, a is a

real positive function on M, such that

(4.2) r\ = kr2

on M. This metric is unique up to homothety.

Proof. Let a be a real, positive function on M and let h' -ah be a new

Hermitian structure with the Ricci curvature tensor p'-k and the corresponding

endomorphism g . Then

(4.3) p'jk = apjk - (Aloga)ahjk ;

where A = g    da9j. Because of (4.3) we have

r, = z^ - A log a        and        r2 — r2 - Alogiz,

where r,, r2 and r,, r'2 are the eigenvalues of g and g respectively. More-

over, rx — r, is a conformai invariant.

Then, the differential equation (4.2) can be written as

rx - kr2 = (1 -zc)(Aloga)

or

(4.4) A log ¿2 = /

where f = (rx - kr2)/(l - k).

Now, we will establish the existence of a globally defined solution of (4.4).

Since A is a self-adjoint elliptic operator of order 2, we can apply Hodge's

decomposition theorem (see [6], p. 42) which says:

(4.5) C°°(M) = Ker(A)©A(C00(A/)).

So, there are the harmonic function fQ and the smooth function /, on M such

that

(4.6) f = f0 + Af.
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The decomposition (4.5) is orthogonal, i.e., Ker(A) _L A(C (M)), hence we

have

/ A/, 0" = 0
J M

because constant functions lie in Ker(A). From (4.1) directly follows / /<P"

= 0 . Now, using (4.6) we show

(4.7) [ f0d»" = 0.
Jm

Then, because M is compact, we can apply Hopf lemma to see that f0 is

constant on M. So, (4.7) implies f0 = 0 on M. Then, a — exp(/1) is the

global solution of the equation (4.4).

It is known that the kernel of the Laplacian A on a compact manifold con-

sists of constant functions. Hence, this implies the uniqueness property and the

proof is completed.   □

Remark. From the given proof follows that rx - r2 is a conformai invariant.

Remark. For zc = 1 , Theorem 4.1 holds if and only if metric h is an Einstein

metric.

Corollary 4.2. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 4.1, if f rx<S>"-f r2<&"

> 0 and |/r,On| < |/z-2<p"|, (E, h) has k-pinched Ricci curvature with a

constant k defined by the formula (4.1).    D
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